
This side-by-side depiction of a Notorious B.I.G. portrait (by Barron Clairborne via MassAppeal.com) with the Notorious RBG book cover (via RollingStone.com) exemplifies parody as fair use of copyright-protected creative work.

Fair & Open Week @ Thun

Fair Use is a legal framework that protects the rights of content users.
The Fair Use clause of copyright law allows anyone to make use of copyright-protected content when 

specific criteria are met. The four factors that must be considered when making a Fair Use case are

(1) the purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is of a commercial nature or is 

for nonprofit educational purposes;

(2) the nature of the copyrighted work;

(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work as a whole; and

(4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted work.

Both the Fair Use clause and subsequent Fair Use 

case law establish specific purposes in which the 

use of copyright-protected material is fair and 

does not constitute infringement, including → → →

This hybrid exhibit celebrates Fair Use / Fair Dealing 

Week and Black History Month by highlighting how 

African American creators and cultural icons 

shaped intellectual property law.

Learn more @ sites.psu.edu/fairandopen or Comments and questions: UL-BERKS@lists.psu.edu
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shaped intellectual property law.

Learn more @ sites.psu.edu/fairandopen or

As a content user, it is your 

responsibility to conform to the 

four factors of fair use or obtain 

permission to use another 

creator's work!

Visit libraries.psu.edu/copyright

for more guidance on how to 

apply the four factors to make a 

good-faith fair use determination.

Comments and questions: UL-BERKS@lists.psu.edu


